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Abstract
We give a unified approach to majorization inequalities for linear maps via G-ma-
jorization preorderings. A particular attention is paid to positive linear maps. Some
classical and recently obtained inequalities are derived from the results. Ó 1999 Else-
vier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and summary
During the past 20 years there have been a number of papers written on
majorization inequalities for matrices (see e.g., [1,4,6,7,9,10,19,23–25,28], cf.
also [2,3] and their references). The majority of these papers deal with eigen-
values or singular values of matrices and Hadamard product of matrices. Ando
et al. [5] unified several such results in their basic inequality on Hadamard
product. In [8] Bapat extended some previous concepts to a general linear map
on the space of all n n complex matrices equipped with the majorization
preordering corresponding to comparison of singular values.
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The purpose of the present paper is to give a unified approach to majori-
zation inequalities for linear maps. Developing some ideas of Bapat, we in-
vestigated a general linear map defined on a real linear space equipped with a
G-majorization belonging to the class of group-induced cone orderings (GIC
orderings). G-majorization is a vector preordering induced by a group of or-
thogonal maps. Concept of GIC orderings comprises many preorderings of
practical interest. For instance, one can consider G-majorization induced by a
group of orthogonal similarities which leads to inequalities comparing eigen-
values of symmetric matrices or singular values of skew symmetric matrices.
Other G-majorizations can be applied too.
In our discussion, we work with a linear map together with its transpose.
This is related to the fact that there is a close dual relationship between
properties of both maps. For example, it is well known that a linear map is
doubly stochastic i so is its transpose. Therefore G-majorization inequalities
are presented in the paper for the two maps simultaneously.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an exposition of G-
majorizations and GIC orderings. For the convenience of the reader, we repeat
the relevant material from [15,25,26,29]. At the end of Section 2, we introduce a
Hadamard type product of vectors induced by a GIC ordering. This binary
operation is used to establish our results in Section 3. This section is devoted to
G-majorization inequalities for a linear map and its transpose. Special atten-
tion is focused on positive linear maps. Our aim is to find a necessary and
sucient condition for the mentioned inequalities to hold. We study a structure
of the inequalities for eective and for noneective groups. It is worth noting
that the obtained conditions are simpler for the eective case. In noneective
case, we have some restrictions and inequalities of some types that do not hold
on the whole space. However, one can get such inequalities on some subsets of
the space.
The presented theory can be thought as a tool to obtaining majorization
inequalities on eigenvalues and singular values in a unified manner. On the
other hand, improvements of some inequalities can be derived too. In Section
4, we give interpretations of results obtained in Section 3. The results specialize
in many important and interesting inequalities for concrete GIC orderings.
These preorderings are well known in the literature and are considered in the
context of various problems (see e.g., [12,13,24,27]). We use them to illustrate
our concepts regarding majorization inequalities.
2. Group-induced cone orderings
Let V be a finite-dimensional real linear space with inner product h; i. By a
preordering on a nonempty set A  V we mean a binary relation  on A
satisfying
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(i) x  x 8x 2 A (reflexivity),
(ii) x  y; y  z) x  z 8x; y; z 2 A (transitivity).
A nonempty set C  V is said to be a convex cone if aC  bC  C for all
nonnegative scalars a and b. A set T  C is called a generator of a convex cone
C, in symbol C  coneT , if every vector of C can be expressed as a nonnegative
linear combination of a finite number of vectors in T. A minimal generator of
C is called a frame of C.
A convex cone C  V induces on a set A  V cone preordering C as follows:
y C x() xÿ y 2 C 8x; y 2 A:
A linear map L : V ! V is C-positive if Lx 2 C for all x 2 C.
For a convex cone C  V and a linear subspace W of V, we define the dual
cone of C with respect to W by
dualW C  fy 2 W : hx; yiP 0; x 2 Cg:
If W  V , then we write dualC instead of dualV C. We call a convex cone C
self-dual if dualC  C: Observe that if C is self-dual then a linear map L : V !
V is C-positive i LT, the transpose of L, is C-positive.
By OV  we denote the orthogonal group acting on V. Let G  OV  be a
closed group and let I stand for the identity element of G.
Definition 2.1. The group majorization w.r.t. the closed group G  OV ,
abbreviated as G-majorization and written as G, is the preordering on V
defined by
y G x() y 2 co orbGx 8x; y 2 V ;
where co orbGx is the convex hull of the set orbGx  fgx : g 2 Gg, the orbit
of the vector x under acting of the group G.
It is easy to see that G is G-invariant, i.e.,
y G x() hy G gx 8x; y 2 V ; 8g; h 2 G: 2:1
Many important group majorizations studied extensively in the literature
belong to the class of group-induced cone orderings.
Definition 2.2. The group majorization G on V is a group-induced cone or-
dering (for short, a GIC ordering) if there exists a nonempty closed convex
cone D  V such that
(A1) orbGx \ D 6 ; 8x 2 V ,
(A2) hx; yiP hx; gyi 8x; y 2 D; 8g 2 G.
We shall also say that conditions (A1) and (A2) are met for the triple
V ;G;D.
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The preordering G induces an equivalence relation G on V defined by
y G x() y G x and x G y 8x; y 2 V :
It is known (see [15, p. 113]) that y G x i y  gx for some g 2 G. Moreover, if
G is a GIC ordering then G restricted to its convex cone D is the cone
preordering induced by dualW D, i.e.,
y G x() xÿ y 2 dualW D 8x; y 2 D; 2:2
where
W  Dÿ D
is the smallest linear subspace of V containing D (see [12, Proposition 2.3]).
Therefore, for any generator T of D, we have an analytical description of G in
the form of linear inequalities. Namely, if x; y 2 D then
y G x() ht; yi6 ht; xi 8t 2 T : 2:3
Similarly, when x 2 D and y 2 Sh2H hD, where H is a subgroup of G, then by
(2.1), (2.3) and (A2) one has
y G x() ht; hyi6 ht; xi 8h 2 H ; 8t 2 T : 2:4
A method for proving G-majorization inequalities based on this fact will be
used frequently.
For a GIC ordering G there exists a uniquely determined G-invariant map
 : V ! D such that
fxg  orbGx \ D 8x 2 V :
(For the existence and uniqueness of  see [25, p. 14].) A basic property of
this map is the following:
y G x() y G x 8x; y 2 V : 2:5
The linear subspace
M  fz 2 V : gz  z; g 2 Gg
is the set of all minimal points w.r.t. G (see e.g., [29, p. 109]). If the group G
induces a GIC ordering with the cone D, then
M  D \ ÿD;
and M is the largest linear space among all linear subspaces of V that are in-
cluded in D (see [26, Theorem 3.1]).
In the sequel an essential role is played by eective groups.
Definition 2.3. We say that a closed group G  OV  is eective if M  f0g.
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The eectivity of a group means that the zero vector is the only minimal
point w.r.t. the group majorization induced by the group. For a triple V ;G;D
with properties (A1) and (A2), the eectivity of G means that the convex cone
D is pointed, that is D \ ÿD  f0g. Another criterion for such a triple V ;G;D
is the following:
G is effective() hx; yiP 0 8x; y 2 D() ht; uiP 0 8t; u 2 T ; 2:6
where T is a generator of D (see [26, Theorem 3.2]).
In the remainder of this section, we investigate a Hadamard product type
operation induced by a GIC ordering. In the next section, this operation will be
used to state our results.
Analyzing many GIC orderings of practical interest, it appears (see exam-
ples in Section 4) that there exists a natural frame T of D having the form
T  T1 [ T2 [ ÿT2; 2:7
where all vectors in T0  T1 [ T2  ft1; t2; . . . ; tkg constitute an ordered basis in
W  Dÿ D and all vectors in T2  ftm; . . . ; tkg (for some 16m6 k) constitute
an ordered basis in M. (If G is eective, i.e., M  f0g, then we put T2  ;.) In
the sequel, we assume that there exists such a frame T and it is fixed, and that
enumeration of members of T0 is fixed.
The basis t1; t2; . . . ; tk can be associated with a binary operation on W de-
fined as follows. Given x Pki1 aiti 2 W and y Pkj1 bjtj 2 W , we define
x y 
X
i;j1;2;...;k
aibjtminfi;jg: 2:8
Hence, in particular,
ti  tj  tminfi;jg 8ti; tj 2 T0: 2:9
It is easy to see that  : W  W ! W is a bilinear commutative operation with
the properties:
x y 2 D0 8x; y 2 D0; 2:10
where D0  cone T0, and
x tk  x 8x 2 W : 2:11
If we introduce another basis in W, say e1; e2; . . . ; ek, such that
e1  t1; ei  ti ÿ tiÿ1; i  2; . . . ; k; 2:12
or, equivalently,
ti  e1  e2      ei; i  1; 2; . . . ; k; 2:13
then
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ei  ej  ei when i  j;0 when i 6 j;

and hence, more generally,
x y 
Xk
i1
xiyiei 2:14
for x Pki1 xiei 2 W and y Pki1 yiei 2 W . This suggests to treat the oper-
ation  as the Hadamard product on W with respect to the basis ei,
i  1; 2; . . . ; k. Thus there is a close connection between  and some projectors.
Namely, given x 2 W , let
Pxy  x y; y 2 W :
Then Pi  Pti is the projector from W onto Xi  linfe1; . . . ; eig along
Yi  linfei1; . . . ; ekg, where the symbol linA stands for the linear subspace of V
spanned by a set A  V . It is obvious that
Px 
Xk
i1
aiPi
for x Pki1 aiti 2 W :
In what follows, we assume that e1; e2; . . . ; ek is an orthogonal basis satis-
fying
hei; eji  c when i  j;0 when i 6 j; i; j

 1; 2; . . . ; k 2:15
for some c > 0 (independent of i; j). Then each Pi is an orthogonal projector.
Furthermore,
hx y; zi  hy; x zi 8x; y; z 2 W ; 2:16
which means that Px is symmetric, i.e., P Tx  Px, x 2 W .
In addition, it is a consequence of (2.3), (2.10) and (2.16) that
z y G z x whenever y G x and x; y; z 2 D 2:17
for eective G.
3. Majorization inequalities for linear maps
In recent years, many majorization inequalities appeared in which values of
some linear maps are bounded by expressions related to Hadamard product.
This concerns mainly both the strong and weak majorization on Rn, as well as
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matrix majorizations connected with comparison of eigenvalues or singular
values of matrices.
In this section, we study such inequalities in the context of a GIC ordering
and a general linear map. It is worth emphazing that in these inequalities a key
role is played by the product  defined in Section 2. This operation depends on
a GIC ordering. As we will see in Section 4, it reduces to the usual Hadamard
product in some cases of G-majorizations (see Examples 4.1–4.4). However,
this is not true for some other group majorizations (see Example 4.5).
Our purpose is to find a sucient and necessary condition on the map for
which an inequality of the mentioned type holds. Examples and applications
are given in Section 4.
As previously, throughout this section we consider the general situation of a
finite-dimensional real inner product space V and a closed group of G  OV 
inducing G-majorization G and possessing properties (A1) and (A2) for a
closed convex cone D  V . We assume that (2.7) and (2.15) are fulfilled too.
Given a group H  G, denote
C  CH 
[
h2H
hD and C0  C0H 
[
h2H
hD0;
where D0  cone T0.
Theorem 3.1. Under the conditions stated above, let H  G be a group such that
C is a convex cone. Assume L : V ! V is a linear map such that L and LT are C-
positive. For any w 2 V satisfying w 2 D0, the following three statements are
mutually equivalent:
Lx G x  w and LTx G x  w 8x 2 C; 3:1
Lx G x  w and LTx G x  w 8x 2 C0; 3:2
Lht G t  w and LTht G t  w 8h 2 H ; 8t 2 T0: 3:3
When G is eective, then (3.3) can be equivalently rewritten as
Lht G w and LTht G w 8h 2 H ; 8t 2 T0: 3:4
Comments:
(i) If H  G then, by (A1), C  V and the inequalities in (3.1) hold for all
x 2 V . Then the assumption on the C-positivity of L and LT can be deleted.
(ii) If C is self-dual, then LT is C-positive i so is L. Therefore the as-
sumption that LT is C-positive is not necessary.
(iii) The assumption that the set C is a convex cone can be removed. Then
the C-positivity of L and LT should be replaced by LC  C and LTC  C. We
impose this assumption because of the examples in Section 4.
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(iv) When G is eective, then T0  T and C0  C, and thus (3.1) and (3.2)
coincide. Additionally, w is allowed a priori to run over whole space V.
(v) Statements (3.1)–(3.4) take a simpler form for L symmetric, i.e., when
LT  L, as well as for w  tk (employ (2.11) and (2.5)).
(vi) In some situations some of the inequalities in (3.1)–(3.4) can be dropped
(see Lemma 3.1).
(vii) In general, implication (3.4)) (3.2) cannot be strengthened to the case
where G is noneective.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (3.1) ) (3.2). Evident, because C0  C.
(3.2)) (3.3). For arbitrary h 2 H and t 2 T0, put x  ht into (3.2) and apply
G-invariance of .
(3.3) ) (3.1). Using C-positivity of L and LT, by (2.4) and (2.10), one can
obtain from (3.3)
hu; gLhti6 hu; t  wi 8g; h 2 H 3:5
for all t 2 T0 and u 2 T , and
hu; gLThti6 hu; t  wi 8g; h 2 H
for all t 2 T0 and u 2 T . The latter can be restated as (3.5) for all t 2 T and
u 2 T0. To see this, we write hu; gLThti and hu; t  wi in the form ht; hTLgTui
and ht; u wi, respectively (the last by (2.16)). Now we can interchange u and
t. Next, employing the fact H T  Hÿ1  H , it is sucient to replace hT and gT
by g and h, respectively. Recapitulating, we have just proved (3.5) for all pairs
u; t 2 T  T0 [ T0  T , where  means the Cartesian product.
When T2  ;, then T  T0. Thus (3.5) holds for all pairs u; t 2 T  T . We
will show the same when T2 6 ;. It remains to prove (3.5) for all pairs
u; t 2 T ÿT2. If u 2 T1 and t 2 ÿT2, then we may use (3.5) for the pair
u; t 2 T1 ÿT2  T0  T to obtain the assertion. And if u 2 T2 [ ÿT2 and
t 2 ÿT2, then the assertion is a consequence of (3.5) for the pair
ÿu;ÿt 2 T2 [ ÿT2  T2  T  T0. This completes the proof of (3.5) for all
pairs u; t 2 T  T in the case T2 6 ;.
Hence, employing bilinearity of the inner product and of , we derive by
(A1) and (A2)
hu; gLhxi6 hu; x wi6 hu; x wi 8g; h 2 H ; 8x 2 D; 8u 2 T :
Therefore
hu; gLxi6 hu; x  wi 8g 2 H ; 8x 2 C; 8u 2 T :
This, by C-positivity of L and by (2.4), implies the first inequality in (3.1). To
get the second one, apply the first with LT instead of L.
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(3.4)) (3.3). We only prove the former inequality in (3.3), because the latter
follows from the former with LT replacing L.
Since G is eective, T  T0. On account of (2.4) and (3.4)
htj; gLhtii6 htj;wi and htj; gLThtii6 htj;wi 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0:
3:6
The last inequality is equivalent to
htj; gLhtii6 hti;wi 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0: 3:7
Indeed, we can replace htj; gLThtii by hti; hTLgTtji: Next we can interchange ti
and tj. Finally, since HT  Hÿ1  H , we can replace hT and gT by g and h,
respectively.
Further, (3.6), (3.7) and (2.9) imply for all g; h 2 H and ti; tj 2 T0
htj; gLhtii6 htj  ti;wi whenever j6 i;
and
htj; gLhtii6 htj  ti;wi whenever i6 j:
Thus we obtain
htj; gLhtii6 htj  ti;wi 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0;
which together with (2.16) gives
htj; gLhtii6 htj; ti  wi 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0:
Now, to get the first inequality in (3.3), we only need to use (2.4) and (2.10).
(3.3)) (3.4). Assume G is eective and (3.3) holds. It is enough to show that
t  w G w for any t 2 T0 and w 2 V .
Denoting C^  conefe1; e2; . . . ; ekg, we get, by (2.13) and (2.15),
tk ÿ t 2 C^  dualW C^. But D  C^, so dualW C^  dualW D. Therefore
tk ÿ t 2 dualW D. Hence, by (2.2), t G tk. Now employing (2.17), we obtain t 
w G tk  w: On the other hand, by (2.11), tk  w  w: Combining the last
two connections with the fact w G w, we get the assertion. 
Theorem 3.1 can be simplified if we prove a lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, let w 2 V be such that w 2
D0 and
x w 2 D 8x 2 D: 3:8
Then the following two conditions are equivalent:
Lx G x  w 8x 2 C; 3:9
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LTx G x  w 8x 2 C: 3:10
In particular, (3.8) is satisfied if G is eective or if w  tk.
Proof. Using (2.4) and G-invariance of , we see that (3.9) is equivalent to
hz; gLhxi6 hz; x wi 8x; z 2 D; 8g; h 2 H :
Since, by (2.16), hz; x wi  hx; z wi for x; z 2 D, so the last is equivalent to
hx; hTLTgTzi6 hx; z wi 8x; z 2 D; 8g; h 2 H ;
which is equivalent to
hz; gLThxi6 hz; x wi 8x; z 2 D; 8g; h 2 H ;
because H T  Hÿ1  H , and x and z can be interchanged. This inequality to-
gether with (2.4) means that (3.10) holds.
For the last part of the lemma see (2.10) and (2.11). 
The significance of Theorem 3.1 is that it allows one to reduce the problem
of deriving inequalities of type (3.1) on the set C  Sh2H hD to verification of
these inequalities on the smaller set fht : h 2 H ; t 2 T0g  C. In case G is ef-
fective, we get a further simplification of the problem.
In principle we are often interested in (3.1) on large sets CH  V . This can
be obtained for rich H  G. However, in the case that G is noneective, it
follows from Theorem 3.1 that (3.1) can hold under some H only for w being a
multiple of tk. (For a detailed discussion of this case see Theorem 3.3.) More
precisely, this is valid if
the basis e1; e2; . . . ; ek is included in H -orbit of e1: 3:11
In fact, under the assumptions of the last theorem, if (3.1) is met then (3.3) is
fulfilled and according to (2.4) one has
ht; gLhtii6 ht; ti  wi 8g; h 2 H ; 8t 2 T ; 8ti 2 T0:
But G is noneective, so T2 6 ; and tk;ÿtk 2 T . Therefore we obtain the
equalities for g  I
htk; Lhtii  htk; ti  wi  htk  ti;wi  hti;wi 8h 2 H ; 8ti 2 T0; 3:12
the last two equalities by (2.16) and (2.9), respectively. Hence under h  I , by
(2.12), htk; Leii  hei;wi, i  1; 2; . . . ; k. On the other hand, since ei  hie1 for
some hi 2 H by (3.11) and t1  e1 by (2.12), we get from (3.12) htk; Leii 
he1;wi: In consequence, he1;wi  hei;wi, i  1; 2; . . . ; k. Therefore, by (2.15)
and (2.13), w  1=che1;witk: Thus, having in mind (A1) and the fact
tk 2 M  fv 2 V : gv  v; g 2 Gg, we obtain w  1=che1;witk as claimed.
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To end the above discussion, it is worth mentioning that inequalities as in
(3.2) under noneective G can be derived for small subgroups H  G (for in-
stance, for H  fIg) to avoid (3.11) (cf. Example 4.1).
Now our aim is to simplify condition (3.4) in some particular situations.
Namely, in the remainder of this section we will consider the group H with the
following special properties:
C0  C0H is a self-dual convex cone; 3:13
conefe1; e2; . . . ; ekg  C0; 3:14
and
htk  tk for any h 2 H : 3:15
In addition, we will focus on C0-positive linear maps L.
Theorem 3.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 for eective G, let H satisfy
(3.13)–(3.15). Assume L : V ! V is a C0-positive linear map. Let w 2 V . Then
condition (3.1) is met i
Ltk G w and LTtk G w: 3:16
Proof. Necessity. Put x  tk into (3.1). Next apply (2.11) and (2.5).
Suciency. In view of Theorem 3.1, we have to prove (3.4). Fix any g; h 2 H
and ti; tj 2 T0  T . The convex cone C0 is H-invariant, so the map gLh is C0-
positive, because g; h and L are C0-positive. Hence gLhti C0 gLhtk by virtue of
ti C0 tk, since (2.13) and (3.14) are satisfied. Therefore
htj; gLhtii6 htj; gLhtki since C0 is self-dual and T0  C0
htj; gLtki by 3:15
6 htj; gLtki by A1 and A2 3:17
htj; Ltki by G-invariance of 
6 htj;wi by 3:16; 2:5 and 2:3:
This proves
htj; gLhtii6 htj;wi 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0;
which gives by (2.4) and (2.5)
Lhti G w 8h 2 H ; 8ti 2 T0:
In a similar manner one can get
LThti G w 8h 2 H ; 8ti 2 T0;
completing the proof of (3.4). 
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In the light of proof of Theorem 3.2, one can see that a sucient condition,
which implies (3.1) under the assumptions of this theorem is as follows:
Ltk C0 w and LTtk C0 w: 3:18
A slight change in the proof actually gives a version of this condition in the
form
Ltk C0 w and LTtk C0 w: 3:19
Indeed, it suces to replace the sequence of inequalities (3.17) by
htj; gLhtii6 htj; gLhtki since C0 is self-dual and T0  C0
hgTtj; Ltki by 3:15
6 hgTtj;wi since C0 is self-dual; gTtj 2 C0; and 3:19 holds
6 htj;wi by A2:
It is interesting that for w  tk, condition (3.19) is also necessary (cf. The-
orem 3.3).
Many known inequalities for nonnegative L are of type (3.1) with w  tk. As
we already know, for some noneective G, these inequalities are unique (up to
a multiplication factor) that can hold for all x 2 V . This case is connected with
the notions of double stochasticity and double substochasticity of L (see Ex-
amples 4.1–4.4). In the theorem below, we describe such a situation from the
point of view of an arbitrary GIC ordering.
Theorem 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, let H satisfy (3.13)–(3.15).
Assume L : V ! V is a C0-positive linear map. The following two statements are
equivalent:
Lx G x 8x 2 C; 3:20
Lt C0 t and LTt C0 t 8t 2 ftkg [ T2 [ ÿT2: 3:21
Condition (3.21) takes the equivalent form:
(i) for eective G
Ltk C0 tk and LTtk C0 tk; 3:22
(ii) for noneective G
Lt  t and LTt  t 8t 2 T2: 3:23
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Proof. (i) G is eective. Since T2  ;, the equivalence of (3.21) and (3.22) is
easily seen.
Now note, by Lemma 3.1, (2.11) and (2.5), that condition (3.20) is equiva-
lent to (3.1) for w  tk. So, in view of Theorem 3.2, we have to prove the
equivalence of (3.22) and (3.16) for w  tk.
To see (3.22) ) (3.16) with w  tk, observe that (3.22) is a version of (3.19)
for w  tk, and apply the fact that (3.19) implies (3.16).
Now we have to show (3.16) ) (3.22). For any z 2 D0 and h 2 H we have
the following sequence of inequalities
hhz; Ltki hz; hTLtki
6 hz; Ltki by A2 and G-invariance of 
6 hz; tki by 3:16 and 2:3
hhz; htki because h is orthogonal
hhz; tki by 3:15:
Therefore, for any z 2 C0 we get hz; Ltki6 hz; tki, that is tk ÿ Ltk 2 dualC0.
Hence, using (3.13), we obtain Ltk C0 tk.
The same reasoning permits us to deduce that LTtk C0 tk.
(ii) G is noneective. Then ftkg [ T2 [ ÿT2  T2 [ ÿT2, since tk 2 T2. Our first
task is to show that (3.20) is equivalent to the condition:
Lt G t and LTt G t 8t 2 T2 [ ÿT2: 3:24
Implication (3.20)) (3.24) is evident by Lemma 3.1, because T2 [ ÿT2  C.
We will prove (3.24) )(3.20). Recall the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.3) by
Theorem 3.1. Since (3.20) is a version of (3.1) for w  tk, it is sucient to show
implication (3.24) ) (3.3). For this end, we only need to show the first in-
equality in (3.3), since the second follows from the first (with LT instead L)
under (3.24).
We can now proceed analogously to the proof of inequalities (3.17) ob-
taining for w  tk
htj; gLhtii6 htj; tki 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0:
However, if j6 i then, by (2.9) and (2.16),
htj; tki  htj  ti; tki  htj; ti  tki  htj; tii:
Therefore
htj; gLhtii6 htj; tii 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0; j6 i:
Likewise, it can be shown that
htj; gLThtii6 htj; tii 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0; j6 i;
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which can be written as
htj; gLhtii6 htj; tii 8g; h 2 H ; 8ti; tj 2 T0; i6 j;
by replacing ti; tj, g and h by tj; ti, hT and gT, respectively. Thus we derive
htj; gLhtii6 htj; tii 8g; h 2 H
for all ti; tj 2 T0.
It remains to prove this inequality for all ti 2 T0 and t 2 ÿT2 (instead of tj).
Fix such ti; t and g; h 2 H . Then gTt  t, because t 2 M by ÿT2  M . Hence, on
account of (3.24), LTgTt  LTt G t: Therefore, by virtue of (2.4), we get
ht; gLhtii  hti; hTLTgTti6 hti; ti;
as desired.
Recapitulating, the above discussion leads to the required inequality by
(2.4). This completes the proof of the equivalence of (3.20) and (3.24).
Now recall that T2  M . Hence each t 2 T2 is a minimal point with respect to
G. Therefore (3.24) is equivalent to (3.23).
Finally, it is obvious that (3.23) implies (3.21). On the other hand, if (3.21) is
met then
t ÿ Lt 2 C0 \ ÿC0 and t ÿ LTt 2 C0 \ ÿC0 8t 2 T2:
But C0 is self-dual, so it is pointed, i.e., C0 \ ÿC0  f0g. Therefore, we obtain
(3.23), completing the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
4. Examples and applications
The purpose of this section is to give an interpretation of results obtained in
Section 3 for useful and interesting GIC orderings on real linear spaces.
In examples below, we use the following notation. Rn denotes the real linear
space of column n-vectors with the usual inner product, while Rn is the convex
cone fx 2 Rn : x1; x2; . . . ; xn P 0g. By Mn;Dn;Sn, and Kn are denoted, re-
spectively, the real linear spaces of all n n matrices, diagonal matrices,
symmetric matrices, and skew symmetric matrices. The symbol Ln stands for
the convex cone of all n n positive semidefinite matrices. By Pn, GPn, and Cn
we mean, respectively, the groups of all n n permutation matrices (i.e., ma-
trices with exactly one nonzero entry equal to 1 in each row and each column),
generalized permutation matrices (i.e., matrices with exactly one nonzero entry
with magnitude 1 in each row and column), and coordinate sign changes
matrices (i.e., diagonal matrices with diagonal entries all 1 or ÿ1). Moreover,
On is the group of all n n orthogonal matrices.
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For an x 2Mn, we denote by xT, trx, and rx, respectively, the transpose,
the trace, and the vector of singular values in decreasing order. We use kx for
the vector of eigenvalues of x 2Sn in decreasing order. We write Dx for the
vector of diagonal entries of an n n matrix x. In is n n identity matrix.
Additionally, Jn is n n matrix of all ones, and e is n-vector of all ones. The
diagonal matrix with entries of an n-vector a on the main diagonal is denoted
by diaga. For an a 2 Rn, the symbol jaj stands for the vector of moduli of
entries of a, i.e., jaj  ja1j; ja2j; . . . ; janjT, and a# is the vector
a1; a2; . . . ; anT, where a1P a2P    P an are the entries of a in de-
creasing order. In addition, 6 denotes the componentwise preordering on Rn,
and  is Hadamard (entrywise) product of vectors in Rn or matrices in Mn.
Example 4.1. Let V  Rn and G  Pn. One can verify that (A1) and (A2) are
met for
D  fx 2 Rn : x1 P x2 P    P xng
(see [11, p. 16]). In addition x  x#, x 2 Rn. A frame of D is the set
T  ft1; t2; . . . ; tn; tn1g, where
ti  1; . . . ; 1|{z}
i times
; 0; . . . ; 0T; i  1; 2; . . . ; n;
and
tn1  ÿtn  ÿe:
Applying (2.3) and (2.5) we conclude that for any x; y 2 Rn
y G x()
Xn
j1
yi 
Xn
j1
xi and
Xi
j1
yj6
Xi
j1
xj; i  1; 2; . . . ; nÿ 1:
This is the strong majorization preordering (see [22, p. 7]). We denote it by m.
Note that G  Pn is not eective, because in this example M is the linear
space spanned by the vector tn. Moreover, T0  ft1; t2; . . . ; tng, T2  ftng, and 
is the usual Hadamard product  defined for vectors in Rn. It is easy to see that
for H  G we have C  CH  Rn and C0  C0H  Rn; and conditions
(3.13)–(3.15) are met, because tk  tn  e.
Consider a doubly stochastic map, that is a linear map L : Rn ! Rn such that
(i) L is positive, i.e., LRn  Rn, (ii) Le  e, and (iii) LTe  e. Then Theorem
3.3(ii) and Lemma 3.1 gives well-known characterization of doubly stochastic
maps on Rn:
Lx m x 8x 2 Rn 4:1
(see [22, p. 20]), which is equivalent to
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Lx m x 8x 2 Rn
(see the equivalence of (3.1) and (3.2) in Theorem 3.1, cf. also [2, Theorem 3.1]).
In connection with the discussion after the proof of Lemma 3.1 concerning
possibility of obtaining of inequalities of type (3.1) for noneective groups and
its subgroups satisfying (3.11), we will show the following statement. For
positive L and w 2 D0  fx 2 Rn : x1 P x2 P    P xn P 0g, in order that
Lx m x  w and LTx m x  w 8x 2 D0; 4:2
it is sucient and necessary that
Le  w and LTe  w:
Necessity. Putting x  ti 2 T0, i  1; 2; . . . ; n, into (4.2), we get Lti m ti  w;
which, according to (2.4), means
htj; gLtii6 htj; ti  wi 8g 2 G; 8tj 2 T0
with the equality for tj  tn. So, taking g  I , we obtain with the aid of (2.9)
and (2.16)
hLTtn; tii  htn; Ltii  htn; ti  wi  htn  ti;wi  hti;wi:
Hence, by (2.12), for i  1
hLTtn; e1i  he1;wi;
and for i > 1
hLTtn; eii  hLTtn; ti ÿ tiÿ1i  hti;wi ÿ htiÿ1;wi  hei;wi:
Since ei, i  1; 2; . . . ; n, form an orthogonal basis, LTe  LTtn  w. The same
reasoning applies to have Le  w.
Suciency. As usual, to prove the first inequality in (4.2), we use (2.4), (2.10)
and the linearity property. Namely, it is sucient to prove
htj; gLtii6 htj; ti  wi 8g 2 G; 8ti; tj 2 T0
with the equality for tj  tn.
Recall that ti; tj C0 tn with self-dual C0  Rn. Moreover, the maps gL and
LTgT are C0- positive, so gLti 2 C0 and LTgTtj 2 C0. Also gTtn  tn, since tn 2 M .
Therefore, by the assumption and by (2.16), (2.9), and (A2), if i6 j then
htj; gLtii6 htn; gLtii  hLTgTtn; tii  hLTtn; tii  hw; tii  hw; ti  tji
 htj; ti  wi;
and if j6 i then
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htj; gLtii  hLTgTtj; tii6 hLTgTtj; tni  htj; gLtni  htj; gwi6 htj;wi
 hti  tj;wi  htj; ti  wi:
Now we prove the mentioned equality as follows:
htn; gLtii  hLTgTtn; tii  hLTtn; tii  hw; tii  hti  tn;wi  htn; ti  wi:
All of this yields Lx m x  w for any x 2 D0. The proof of LTx m x  w, x 2 D0,
is analogous.
Example 4.2. Again consider V  Rn and let G  GPn. It is known that (A1)
and (A2) are met for
D  fx 2 Rn : x1 P x2 P    P xn P 0g
and x  jxj#, x 2 Rn (cf. [11, p. 16]). A frame of D is T  ft1; t2; . . . ; tng, where
ti, i  1; 2; . . . ; n, are as in Example 4.1. So (2.3) and (2.5) can be used to obtain
for any x; y 2 Rn
y G x iff
Xi
j1
jyjj6
Xi
j1
jxjj; i  1; 2; . . . ; n: 4:3
The last connection means that the weak submajorization relation w holds
between the vectors jyj and jxj (cf. [22, p. 10]).
A consequence of (2.6) is that G is an eective group. As previously, in this
example the operation  is the usual Hadamard product .
We now apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain an extension of a result of Bapat and
Sunder [9, Lemma 2] from Rn to R
n. Namely, let L : Rn ! Rn be a positive
linear map. Then for any w 2 Rn the condition
Le w jwj and LTe w jwj 4:4
is equivalent to
jLxj w jxj#  jwj# 8x 2 Rn: 4:5
Implication (4.5)) (4.4) is evident by Lemma 3.1. To prove (4.4)) (4.5), it is
enough to show (4.4) ) (3.4) for H  G. Fix any h 2 G and ti 2 T0  T . We
start with the observation that hti 
Pn
i1 kiei, where eis form the standard
basis in Rn, and ki  1;ÿ1 or 0 . Moreover, each g 2 G has the form g  cp for
some c 2 Cn and p 2 Pn. Therefore we have for any tj 2 T and g 2 G
htj; gLhtii6 tj; cpL
Xn
i1
kiei
* +
6Xn
i1
jkijjhtj; cpLeiij6
Xn
i1
jhtj; cpLeiij:
Now remark that
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jhtj; cpLeiij6 htj; pLeii;
which follows from the facts that the triple Rn;Cn;Rn satisfies conditions
(A1) and (A2) (see [11, p. 16]), and that c 2 Cn i ÿc 2 Cn.
Consequently, by (A2), (2.3) and (4.4) together with G-invariance of , we
derive
htj; gLhtii6
Xn
i1
htj; pLeii  tj; pL
Xn
i1
ei
* +
 htj; pLei6 htj; pLei
 htj; Lei6 htj;wi:
Thus, having in mind (2.4), we obtain Lhti G w. A similar argument can be
used to get LThti G w. This completes the proof of (4.5).
Recall that a linear map L : Rn ! Rn is doubly substochastic if (i) L is pos-
itive, (ii) Le6 e and (iii) LTe6 e. Marshall and Olkin [22, p. 26] (see also [2,
Corollary 3.3]) discussed an analog of (4.1) for a doubly substochastic map L
presenting
Lx w x 8x 2 Rn
(cf. also Theorem 3.3(i) for H  Pn; then C  C0  C0H  Rn, and C0 re-
duces to the componentwise preordering 6 on Rn).
It also seems that a natural characterization of a doubly substochastic map
L is the following
jLxj w jxj 8x 2 Rn:
This is a direct corollary from (4.5) for w  e, because a6 e is equivalent to
a w e for a 2 Rn.
Example 4.3. Take V  Sn equipped with the trace inner product hx; yi  trxy
for matrices x; y 2Sn. Let G be the closed group of all orthogonal similarities
i.e., all linear maps of the form x! gxgT, x 2Sn, where g runs over On. The
group majorization induced by this group is a GIC ordering with the convex
cone
D  fz 2 Dn : z11 P z22 P    P znng
(see [11, p. 17] or [12, pp. 13–14]). Then
x  diagkx 8x 2Sn;
and W  Dn; while a frame T of D is formed by
ti  diag1; . . . ; 1|{z}
i times
; 0; . . . ; 0T; i  1; 2; . . . ; n;
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and
tn1  ÿtn  ÿIn:
To get an interpretation of G in this example, we employ (2.3) and (2.5)
obtaining
y G x() ky m kx 8x; y 2Sn: 4:6
According to (2.6), G is a noneective group. Here T0  ft1; t2; . . . ; tng and
T2  ftng, so that for H  G we have C  CH Sn and C0  C0H Ln;
and conditions (3.13)–(3.15) are met, since tk  tn  In. Therefore the preor-
dering C0 is the Loewner preordering Ln on Sn. In addition,  is the usual
Hadamard product of matrices.
A linear map L : Sn !Sn is called doubly stochastic if (i) L is Ln-positive,
i.e., LLn Ln, (ii) LIn  In, and (iii) LTIn  In (cf. [3, p. 28]). Theorem 3.3(ii)
for H  G and (4.6) imply for such a map that
kLx m kx 8x 2Sn: 4:7
For instance, a completely positive map
Lx 
Xp
i1
aixaTi ; x 2Sn;
where ai 2Mn, i  1; 2; . . . ; p, and
Pp
i1 aia
T
i 
Pp
i1 a
T
i ai  In; is doubly sto-
chastic (cf. [9, Theorem 1]).
Likewise, when L is orthoprojector from V Sn onto W  Dn, that is
Lx  diag Dx; x 2Sn;
then L is Ln-positive symmetric map with the property LIn  In. So, L is
doubly stochastic and (4.7) holds, which here leads to well-known Schur’s
inequality on majorization comparison of diagonal entries and eigenvalues of a
symmetric matrix.
Now, for any x 2Sn put
Lx  aÿ bIn  bJn;
where a  1=nhx; Ini and b  1=nÿ 1nhx; Jn ÿ Ini are the averages of the
diagonal and o-diagonal entries of x, respectively. Then L is a doubly sto-
chastic map. To see this, note that LIn  In and L is symmetric andLn-positive.
In fact, an easy calculation shows for x; y 2Sn
hy; Lxi  1
nÿ 1 hx; Inihy; Ini 
1
nÿ 1n
hx; Jnihy; Jni ÿ hx; Inihy; Jni ÿ hx; Jnihy; Ini;
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which gives hy; Lxi  hx; Lyi. Thus L is symmetric. Moreover, Ln-positivity of
L can be seen as follows. The eigenvalues of the matrix Lx are aÿ b (with
multiplicity nÿ 1) and a nÿ 1b. Because aÿ b  1=nÿ 1nhx; nIn ÿ Jni
and a nÿ 1b  1=n hx; Jni, and matrices Jn and nIn ÿ Jn are positive
semidefinite, so that aÿ b P 0 and a nÿ 1b P 0 for x 2Ln.
In consequence, L is doubly stochastic and (4.7) is satisfied. An alternative
way of establishing (4.7) for this map and corollaries from this result can be
found in [1, p. 94 and Example 2].
Example 4.4. Let V Mn. The inner product for matrices x; y is hx; yi  trxyT:
Let G be the group of all linear maps of the form x! gxhT, x 2Mn, where
g; h 2 On. In this example (A1) and (A2) are satisfied for
D  fz 2 Dn : z11 P z22 P    P znn P 0g;
and
x  diagrx 8x 2Mn
(see [11, pp. 17–18]). The space W is Dn and a frame of D is T  ft1; t2; . . . ; tng,
where ti, i  1; 2; . . . ; n, are as in Example 4.3.
Using (2.3) and (2.5) one can see that
y G x() ry w rx 8x; y 2Mn: 4:8
By virtue of (2.6), G is an eective group. Hence, T2 is the empty set and T0 
ft1; t2; . . . ; tng: Observe also that, as in the previous example, the operation  is
the usual Hadamard product .
In the situation considered in this example, by virtue of Lemma 3.1, The-
orem 3.1 for H  G reduces to the following. If L is a linear map from Mn into
Mn, then for any w 2Mn
rLx w rx  rw 8x 2Mn
if and only if
rLht w rw and rLTht w rw 8h 2 G; 8t 2 T :
In essence, this is Bapat’s result with his set of all contractive matrices (i.e.,
matrices with all singular values not greater than 1 ) replaced by our smaller
sets fht : h 2 H ; t 2 Tg (see [8, Theorem 7]).
Now take the group H of all maps of the form x! hxhT, x 2Mn, where h
runs over On. Then C  C0  C0H Ln; tk  tn  In, and conditions (3.13)–
(3.15) are satisfied. Thus the preordering C0 is the Loewner preordering Ln
on Mn induced by Ln.
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If we agree to call a linear map L : Mn !Mn doubly substochastic if (i) L is
Ln-positive, (ii) LIn Ln In and (iii) LTIn Ln In, then it is a consequence of
Theorem 3.3(i) that
rLx w rx 8x 2Ln
for such a map.
In their paper, Ando et al. [5, Theorem 1] proved that
ra  x w lb  lc  rx 8x; a 2Mn; 4:9
where b and c are any matrices such that a  bTc, while lb and lc denote the
vectors of Euclidean lengths of all column of b and c, respectively, in de-
scending order. This result is an extension of many known inequalities con-
cerning singular values of matrices and their Hadamard product.
We now show how (4.9) can be derived from our theory. In our terminology,
(4.9) can be rewritten as
Lx G x  w 8x 2Mn;
where w  diag lb  lc; and L is the symmetric map defined by
Lx  a  x; x 2Mn:
In the light of Theorem 3.1 for H  G, it is clear that we must show Lht G
w for each h 2 G and t 2 T . In other words, the bound
rbTc  z w lb  lc;
where z  ht, is required. To see this, note rz  rt6 e, which means that z
is a contractive matrix. Therefore it can be shown via Schur’s lemma on
Hadamard product that the 2n 2n matrix
bTb  In bTc  z
cTb  zT cTc  In
 
 b
Tb bTc
cTb cTc
 
 In z
zT In
 
is positive semidefinite (see [6, p. 212] and [7, Lemma 6]), and that
rbTc  z w rbTb  In1=2  rcTc  In1=2:
Now it is enough to observe that rbTb  In1=2  lb and rcTc  In1=2  lc.
In fact, bTb  In is the diagonal matrix with ith diagonal entry equal to kbik2,
where bi denotes the ith column of b, i  1; 2; . . . ; n, and k  k is the Euclidean
norm on Rn. (For c analogously.) This completes the proof of (4.9).
Next, we discuss a recent result of Horn and Kittaneh [20, Theorem 1.1],
which in a version for real matrices can be stated as follows. For each unitarily
invariant norm k  k on Mn
ka  xk6 vkxk 8x 2Mn; 4:10
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where a  aij  1=ai  bj is a Cauchy matrix corresponding to n-vectors a
and b with positive entries and v  mini ai minj bjÿ1.
We will show in the case a  b that (4.10) follows easily from Theorem 3.2.
Namely, it is a consequence of Theorem 3.4 in [21], of our Definition 2.1 and
(4.8) that (4.10) may be equivalently reformulated as
ra  x w rvIn  rx 8x 2Mn:
Putting Lx  a  x, x 2Mn, we see that L is a symmetric linear map. For a  b
it is known (see [18, p. 348]) that a is positive semidefinite. Consequently, by
Schur’s Lemma L is Ln-positive. So that, in view of Theorem 3.2 and (4.8), we
need only to verify whether rLIn w rvIn. However, rLIn  ra  In is the
diagonal of a in descending order and ra  In6 ve. This implies directly
ra  In w rvIn. Hence the assertion follows.
Example 4.5. Consider V Kn with the trace inner product as in Example
4.4. Let G be the group of all orthogonal similarities x! gxgT, x 2Kn, with g
running over On. In order to simplify notation, we consider even n only, i.e.,
n  2r. In addition, if z  zT1 ; zT2 ; . . . ; zTr T is a column of 2 2 blocks, then we
adapt the symbol diag z to denote 2r  2r block-diagonal matrix with the
blocks of z on the diagonal.
It is known that conditions (A1) and (A2) hold for
D  fx 2Kn : x  diagh1e; h2e; . . . ; hreT; hi 2 R;
h1 P h2 P    P hr P 0g
and
x  diagh1xe; h2xe; . . . ; hrxeT 8x 2Kn;
where e is the 2 2 block
0 ÿ1
1 0
 
and h1x  h1xP h2x  h2xP    P hrx  hrx are all the singular
values of x (see [12, pp. 14–15]). The matrices
ti  diage; . . . ; e|{z}
i times
; 0; . . . ; 0T; i  1; 2; . . . ; r;
form a frame T of D, where here 0 means the 2 2 zero matrix. Hence, in the
light of (2.6), G is eective. Furthermore, (2.15) is met for c  2.
In this example, the operation  is defined as follows. If x; y 2Kn then x y
is the skew symmetric matrix with ijth entry equal to xijyij for i6 j, and equal to
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ÿxijyij for i P j. It is obvious that  and the usual Hadamard product  do not
coincide.
Denoting
hx  h1x; h2x; . . . ; hrxT; x 2Kn;
from (2.3) and (2.5) we can get an interpretation of this group majorization as
follows:
y G x() hy w hx 8x; y 2Kn: 4:11
A recent result of Niezgoda [25, p. 29] (cf. also [30, Theorem 2]) asserts that
for any skew symmetric matrix x
x12; x34; . . . ; x2rÿ1 2rT w h1x; h2x; . . . ; hrxT:
With the aid of (4.11), this fact can be restated as
Px G x 8x 2Kn; 4:12
where P is the orthoprojector from V Kn onto
W  Dÿ D  fz 2Kn : z  diaga1e; a2e; . . . ; areT; a1; a2; . . . ; ar 2 Rg:
We now present how to obtain (4.12) from Theorem 3.1. It follows from this
theorem for w  tr and H  G that it suces to prove Phti G ti  tr  ti
for any ti 2 T and h 2 G. Let H0  G be the group of all 2r  2r permuta-
tion matrices partitioned into 2 2 blocks with exactly one nonzero block
equal to
1 0
0 1
 
or to
0 1
1 0
 
in each row and each column of blocks. Since PV  W  Sh02H0 h0D, we must
show, by (2.4), that
htj; h0Phtii6 htj; tii 8ti; tj 2 T ; 8h0 2 H0; 8h 2 G:
Indeed,
htj; h0Phtii  hhTP ThT0 tj; tii  hhTh0tj; tii6 htj; tii;
where P T  P , and the last two steps are consequences of the fact hT0 tj 2 W and
(A2). Thus (4.12) is established.
Finally, it is not hard to check that (4.11) and Theorem 3.1 for H  G, w 2
Kn and for a symmetric linear map L : Kn !Kn imply that
hLx w hx  hw 8x 2Kn 4:13
if and only if
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hLht w hw 8h 2 G; 8t 2 T : 4:14
Consider the symmetric map
Lx  a  x; x 2Kn;
with a 2Mn positive semidefinite, and let
w  diag~a1e; ~a2e; . . . ; ~areT;
where ~ai  a2iÿ1a2ip and ai is the ith largest main diagonal entry of a,
i  1; 2; . . . ; r. That (4.13) is true for this map is due to Mathias, since this
author proved that (4.14) is met (see [23, Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2]).
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